Why you should choose NADC:
REASON ONE

REASON THREE

Safety Record

Cost Effective

NADC is dedicated to providing the safest workplace environment
as possible. This means providing our personnel with the right
training, equipment and support to make sure that safety is
paramount on all of our work sites. This is accomplished by:
•
•
•
•

Paying careful attention to every detail of our daily operations
Making each day as safe as the last.
Every individual in our organization is committed to safety.
Satisfaction that comes from the confidence that our work is being
done well and safely.
• Having one of the industries lowest EMRs
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• Implementation of the most innovative techniques and methods,
which equates in cost and time savings to our clients.

Sustainable Demolition

Reliable & Efficient

Building reuse
Deconstruction
Product reclamation and reuse
Recycling

Our protocol provides indices which allow targets to be set on the
basis of area, tonnage, volume, value etc. Other features include:

NADC

• NADC’s ability to analyze, define and properly evaluate a project.

REASON FOUR

•
•
•
•
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• Commitment at all levels of a demolition project, from preparing for
demolition to management to final completion of the project.

REASON TWO

NADC’s approach to sustainable demolition includes a greater
emphasis on how waste management and recycling can be achieved
by best practice implementation of approaches for Materials
Resource Efficiency (MRE) associated with demolition activities and
with a decision making framework which promotes:

M

Serving North America since 1984, we have successfully met
our client’s demand for safe, cost effective and dependable
demolition services. This is achieved by:

• Site waste management plans: demonstrates how our protocol
supports local, state and federal compliance
• Carbon benefits: describes how, through easily avoided haulage
movements, these can be estimated easily
• Checklist to simplify implementation

Our goal is to finish the job in the most efficient and economical
manner, this can be done because:
• We commit ourselves to complete all projects within the timeline
set with our clients.
• We use the best of technology and tools to ensure that all jobs are
done quickly,
• Attention is given to details to ensure everything is done correctly.
• If your project has specific requirements we will make sure we
have that equipment on hand to get the job done.
• A staff of skilled mechanics expertly maintains our fleet of
equipment.

Heavy Industrial Demolition

